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Open High Low Close % Cng OI

Gold 27742 27870 27678 27834 0.14 6911

Silver 36328 36824 36060 36771 0.62 21768

Alum. 122.2 122.6 121.55 122.15 0.16 1771

Copper 378.8 383.2 378.4 382.6 0.88 13240

Lead 149 150.65 148.35 148.5 -0.24 2164

Nickel 579.1 594.8 579.1 593 2.05 29899

Zinc 179.1 182.7 178.4 182.4 1.93 9048

Crude 2878 2926 2836 2912 1.25 15560

Nat. Gas 189.4 197.1 189 196.8 3.91 5593

Cardamom 1041 1043 1022 1025.1 -1.54 360

Turmeric 6992 7302 6950 7302 3.99 16065

Jeera 18770 18835 18370 18520 -0.86 13080

Dhaniya 5055 5110 4867 4892 -3.43 43360

Wheat 1661 1667 1656 1661 -0.18 23010

Soyabean 3098 3102 2991 3014 -2.24 75730

Ref. Oil 647.4 647.4 642.5 645.8 -0.09 50010

CPO 492.1 492.1 486 489 -0.69 4833

RMSeed 3697 3711 3641 3648 -0.95 61760

Menthol 942 953 939.5 942.1 0.28 2917

Cotton 20500 20550 20270 20400 -0.78 5006

USDINR 64.60 64.74 64.59 64.72 0.05 907887

EURINR 73.67 73.85 73.64 73.83 0.11 78112

GBPINR 83.23 83.70 83.23 83.63 0.26 40380

JPYINR 56.66 56.71 56.54 56.69 -0.06 45044

Market Round up
Precious Metals

Gold turned positive after Fed’s Brainard sparked doubts about a rate hike later this year, warning that further rate 

increases could stifle inflation.

Base Metal

Silver prices gained as a drop in equities drove safe-haven buying and the U.S. dollar retreated.

Crude oil climbed as a lower 2018 forecast on US crude production and speculation of possible output curbs in Libya 

and Nigeria.

Naturalgas prices surged higher as warmer than normal weather is expected to cover most of the US for the next 8-

14 days

Ref soyoil ended with losses tracking weakness in spot demand and overseas prices amid profit booking.
Cereals

Mentha oil prices gained due to uptick in demand in the domestic spot market.
Oil and Oilseeds & Others

Soyabean prices dropped on profit booking after prices gained due to deficient rains in soybean growing areas of MP, 

Rajasthan and Maharashtra.

Energy Copper prices rose after a rapid build-up of inventories that has weighed on the market since late June halted and 

workers voted to strike at a mine in Chile, raising supply concerns.

Zinc prices recovered from lows and ended with gains as dwindling stocks led to supply fears.

Nickel gained tracking rise in LME prices after Chinese steel prices reached 3-1/2 year highs.
Spices

Mustard seed prices ended with losses tracking weakness in spot demand due to profit booking.

Turmeric prices gained tracking good physical demand as Telangana, highest producing turmeric state, has received 

large deficient rains.Currency

Jeera prices gained amid fresh buying on lower than expected stocks levels in the country.
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TRADING IDEA

OPEN 27742 SUP-2 27602 Gold trading range for the day is 27602-27986.

HIGH 27870 SUP-1 27718

LOW 27678 P.P. 27794

MCX Gold Aug 2017

CLOSE 27834 RES-1 27910
Fed’s Neel Kashkari said he finds it hard to believe that the U.S. economy is in danger of 

overheating when wage growth is so low.

% CNG 0.14 RES-2 27986 BUY GOLD AUG 2017 @ 27750 SL 27600 TGT 27880-28000.MCX

HIGH 36824 SUP-1 36280

LOW 36060 P.P. 36552

Gold on MCX settled up 0.14% at 27834 after Fed’s Brainard sparked doubts about a rate hike later this year, warning that further rate increases could stifle inflation. Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank President Neel Kashkari

said on Tuesday he finds it hard to believe that the U.S. economy is in danger of overheating when wage growth is so low. Nine out of 12 regional Federal Reserve banks wanted an increase in the rate commercial banks are

charged for emergency loans ahead of the U.S central bank's last policy meeting, minutes from a discussion of the discount rate showed. President Donald Trump is increasingly unlikely to nominate Federal Reserve Chair Janet 

Yellen next year for a second term, and National Economic Council Director Gary Cohn is the leading candidate to succeed her, Politico reported on Tuesday, citing four people close to the process. Ahead of Federal Reserve

Chair Janet Yellen's testimony to Congress on the state of the U.S. economy, two of her colleagues cited low wage growth and muted inflation as reasons for caution on further interest rate increases. 's gold imports in June

more than tripled from a year ago as retail demand jumped ahead of the start of a new sales tax that prompted jewellers and bullion dealers to replenish stocks, provisional data from consultancy GFMS showed. June gold

imports climbed to an estimated 75 tonnes from 22.7 tonnes a year ago, GFMS said. For the first half of the year, imports rose to 514 tonnes, up 161 percent from a year ago. Technically market is under fresh buying as

market has witnessed gain in open interest by 4.98% to settled at 6911 while prices up 40 rupees, now Gold is getting support at 27718 and below same could see a test of 27602 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen

at 27910, a move above could see prices testing 27986.

MCX Silver Sep 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 36328 SUP-2 35788 Silver trading range for the day is 35788-37316.

Fed’s Williams said that it was a reasonable view to expect one more rate hike this year.

Silver prices gained as a drop in equities drove safe-haven buying and the U.S. dollar 

retreated.
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CLOSE 36771 RES-1 37044

% CNG 0.62 RES-2 37316

Silver on MCX settled up 0.62% at 36771 as a drop in equities drove safe-haven buying and the U.S. dollar retreated. Federal Reserve Governor Lael Brainard sparked doubts about a rate hike later this year, warning that

further rate increases could stifle inflation. Brainard’s dovish comments dampened investor expectations of a Fed rate hike later this year, pressuring yields and the dollar, lifting demand for the precious metal. “I will want to

monitor inflation developments carefully, and to move cautiously on further increases in the federal funds rate, so as to help guide inflation back up around our symmetric target." Federal Reserve Governor Lael Brainard said.

Brainard also suggested that the Fed would unwind its balance sheet “soon” as long as economic growth remained robust. Wholesale inventories in the U.S. rose by slightly more than anticipated in the month of May, according

to a report released by the Commerce Department. The Commerce Department said wholesale inventories climbed by 0.4 percent in May following a revised 0.4 percent drop in April. Investors looking ahead to testimony from

Fed chair Janet Yellen on the state of the U.S. economy and the Fed’s monetary policy outlook. Technically market is under short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -2.5% to settled at 21768 while

prices up 227 rupees, now Silver is getting support at 36280 and below same could see a test of 35788 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 37044, a move above could see prices testing 37316.

BUY SILVER SEP 2017 @ 36600 SL 36350 TGT 36950-37200.MCX

Holdings at ishares silver trust gained by 0.69% i.e.73.53 tonnes to 10793.73 tonnes from 

10720.20 tonnes.
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Brainard’s dovish comments dampened investor expectations of a Fed rate hike later this 

year, pressuring yields and the dollar, lifting demand for the precious metal.

Gold turned positive after Fed’s Brainard sparked doubts about a rate hike later this year, 

warning that further rate increases could stifle inflation.



MCX Crudeoil Jul 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 2878 SUP-2 2801 Crudeoil trading range for the day is 2801-2981.

US EIA lowered its price forecasts for this year and next and cut its 2018 US production 

forecast by 1% to 9.90mbd.

HIGH 2926 SUP-1 2856

LOW 2836 P.P. 2891

Crude oil climbed as a lower 2018 forecast on US crude production and speculation of 

possible output curbs in Libya and Nigeria.

CLOSE 2912 RES-1 2946
OPEC “faces overwhelming pressure” to curb global supplies, “possibly by bringing Libya 

and Nigeria, which have been exempt from production cuts.

% CNG 1.25 RES-2 2981 BUY CRUDEOIL JUL 2017 @ 2922 SL 2890 TGT 2956-2988.MCX

HIGH 383.2 SUP-1 379.6

LOW 378.4 P.P. 381.4

Crudeoil on MCX settled up 1.25% at 2912 climbed in yesterday’s session recovered as a lower 2018 forecast on U.S. crude production and speculation of possible output curbs in Libya and Nigeria fueled the strongest session

gain for prices in over a week. Expectations for a second-consecutive weekly decline in US crude supplies also provided support. In a monthly report issued Tuesday, the US EIA lowered its WTI and Brent oil-price forecasts for

this year and next and cut its 2018 US production forecast by 1% to 9.90 million barrels a day. Still, on an annual basis, 2018 domestic production remains on track to reach a record high. Crude oil prices fell roughly 4% last

week, but saw a tepid recovery Monday, boosted by news that OPEC could pressure Nigeria and Libya to curb their oil production, which has been on the rise. Both are members of OPEC but exempt from the group-led

agreement to cut global output by 2%. The exemption was meant to allow their production to rebound following years of fighting between the countries’ governments and local insurgents. Meanwhile Libya and Nigeria have

been invited to attend a meeting of OPEC’s monitoring panel on July 24 in Moscow. Traders were also looking ahead to monthly oil reports from OPEC and the IEA, to be released Wednesday and Thursday, respectively. The

API’s weekly U.S. petroleum supplies data will be released later Tuesday. Separately, the EIA’s weekly supply report will be released Wednesday. Technically market is getting support at 2856 and below same could see a test

of 2801 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 2946, a move above could see prices testing 2981.

MCX Copper Aug 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 378.8 SUP-2 376.6 Copper trading range for the day is 376.6-386.2.
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CLOSE 382.6 RES-1 384.4

% CNG 0.88 RES-2 386.2
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Copper on MCX settled up 0.88% at 382.6 after a rapid build-up of inventories that has weighed on the market since late June halted and workers voted to strike at a mine in Chile, raising supply concerns. Prices had slipped

nearly 3 percent since late June as stocks in LME-registered warehouses rose by a third, signalling plentiful supply. Stocks fell 225 tonnes on Tuesday to 319,750 tonnes. Workers at Chile's Zaldivar mine voted to strike after

talks with the firm failed. The nearby Centinela mine is also in negotiations over strike action. Together the two mines produced 340,000 tonnes of copper in 2016. But, the workers will not walk off immediately, since Chilean

law calls for a government mediation period that will last at least five days before workers are legally permitted to strike. Indonesia says it will invite the head of mining giant Freeport McMoRan Inc to Jakarta this month to try

to settle a long-running dispute over a new deal to operate the world's second-largest copper mine. Rodrigo Valdes, Chile’s Finance Minister, said the Ministry raised the average copper price forecast from $2.20 to $2.50 per

pound. Technically market is under short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -4.02% to settled at 13240 while prices up 3.35 rupees, now Copper is getting support at 379.6 and below same could see a

test of 376.6 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 384.4, a move above could see prices testing 386.2.

BUY COPPER AUG 2017 @ 381.00 SL 379.00 TGT 383.50-385.50.MCX

Rodrigo Valdes, Chile’s Finance Minister, said the Ministry raised the average copper price 

forecast from $2.20 to $2.50 per pound as demand has shown signs of improving.

Workers at the Zaldivar copper mine in Chile, voted to approve a strike on Monday after 

talks with the company failed.

Copper prices rose after a rapid build-up of inventories that has weighed on the market 

since late June halted and workers voted to strike at a mine in Chile, raising supply 

concerns.



TRADING IDEA

OPEN 179.1 SUP-2 176.9 Zinc trading range for the day is 176.9-185.5.

HIGH 182.7 SUP-1 179.7

LOW 178.4 P.P. 181.2

MCX Zinc Jul 2017

SUP-2 573.3 Nickel trading range for the day is 573.3-604.7.

CLOSE 182.4 RES-1 184.0
The net long position in zinc was 26 percent of open interest, the largest speculative long 

of any base metal and close to the highest since November.

% CNG 1.93 RES-2 185.5 BUY ZINC JUL 2017 @ 181.00 SL 180.00 TGT 182.50-184.00.MCX
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CLOSE 593.0 RES-1 598.9

% CNG 2.05 RES-2 604.7
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Nickel on MCX settled up 2.05% at 593 tracking rise in LME prices after Chinese steel prices reached 3-1/2 year highs.  US’s wholesale inventory hit a 5-year high in May, a sign of weak demand. This, combined with Lael

Brainard’s dovish comment and simmering Trump-Russia collusion event, sent US dollar index down. Nickel ore inventories at seven major Chinese ports increased slightly in the week ending June 30. Inventories at the seven

ports were up 90,000 tonnes last week. In market news, PT Ceria Nugraha Indotama was permitted by Indonesia government to export 2.30 million mt of nickel ore in principle through to July 2018, becoming the third on the

list of companies being approved for nickel ore exports. Pressure had been seen since last week on expectations of plentiful supply from Indonesia and the Philippines, while industrial metals were mostly lower as investors

took profits following a recent rally. Also the data followed expansion in China's manufacturing sector in June, which also underpinned investor demand for metals. LME nickel rallied 1 percent, recovering from a steep fall the

previous session when prices hit a two-week low. Technically market is under short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -6.23% to settled at 29899 while prices up 11.9 rupees, now Nickel is getting

support at 583.2 and below same could see a test of 573.3 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 598.9, a move above could see prices testing 604.7.

BUY NICKEL JUL 2017 @ 588.00 SL 580.00 TGT 596.00-602.00.MCX

PT Ceria Nugraha Indotama was permitted by Indonesia government to export 2.30 million 

mt of nickel ore in principle through to July 2018.

Nickel ore inventories at seven major Chinese ports increased slightly in the week ending 

June 30.

Nickel gained tracking rise in LME prices after Chinese steel prices reached 3-1/2 year 

highs.

Combined zinc inventories in Shanghai, Tianjin and Guangdong increased 5,500 mt to 

116,800 mt this past week.

Zinc prices recovered from lows and ended with gains as dwindling stocks led to supply 

fears.

HIGH 594.8 SUP-1 583.2

LOW 579.1 P.P. 589.0

Zinc on MCX settled up 1.93% at 182.40 as support seen after LME Zinc finished 1.4 per cent higher at $US2,820.50 after touching $US2,826, the highest level since March 31. The metal has risen more than 16 per cent since

early June as dwindling stocks led to supply fears. Zinc prices are trading with high volatility in recent past as the zinc funds-fundamentals pendulum has swung again. Back in May funds were beating a collective retreat from

the London zinc market after a second failed attempt at the big-number $3,000-per tonne resistance level. The London Metal Exchange (LME) three-month price troughed at $2,427.50 on June 7, since when it has bounced

back to a current $2,783.00. Funds have returned with a vengeance, according to LME broker Marex Spectron, which estimates they have gone from net short at the start of June to net long. Indeed at over 20 percent of open

interest speculative length is back to levels last seen in January. The net long position in zinc was 26 per cent of open interest as of Thursday, the largest speculative long of any base metal and close to the highest since

November. Technically market is under fresh buying as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 16.39% to settled at 9048 while prices up 3.45 rupees, now Zinc is getting support at 179.7 and below same could see a

test of 176.9 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 184, a move above could see prices testing 185.5.

MCX Nickel Jul 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 579.1



TRADING IDEA

OPEN 18770 SUP-2 18110 Jeera trading range for the day is 18110-19040.

HIGH 18835 SUP-1 18315

LOW 18370 P.P. 18575

NCDEX Jeera Aug 2017

18520 RES-1 18780 NCDEX accredited warehouses jeera stocks gained by 27 tonnes to 1313 tonnes.

% CNG -0.86 RES-2 19040 BUY JEERA AUG 2017 @ 18450 SL 18300 TGT 18580-18700.NCDEX
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CLOSE 7302 RES-1 7418

% CNG 3.99 RES-2 7536 BUY TURMERIC AUG 2017 @ 7200 SL 7050 TGT 7380-7560.NCDEX

NCDEX accredited warehouses turmeric stocks gained by 199 tonnes to 6585 tonnes.
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Turmeric on NCDEX settled up by 3.99% at 7302 tracking good physical demand as Telangana, highest producing turmeric state, has received large deficient rains (-60% LPA) last week. In Telangana, turmeric acreage as on

10-Jul-17, up 9.5% to 23,000 hectares as compared to last year acreage of 21,000 hectares. Though southwest monsoon hit Kerala coast before normal date but there are reports of below normal rains in several parts of

southern India. The normal acreage is close to 47,000 hectares. Market arrivals dropped about 60% in June compared to May. As per data, about 27,448 tonnes arrived in June compared to 73,436 tonnes during previous

month. As per the data release by government, turmeric exports during first four months in 2017 is 42,855 tonnes, up 40.7% compared to last year same period. The price of the spot turmeric showed a slight increase in

price. At the Erode Turmeric Merchants Association Sales yard, finger turmeric sold at Rs. 5,999 to 8,029 a quintal, root variety sold at Rs. 5,855 to 6,891 a quintal. Of the arrival of 828 bags 60 per cent bags were sold. At the

Regulated Marketing Committee, finger turmeric sold at Rs. 6,689 to 8,009 a quintal, root variety sold at Rs. 6,170 to 6,989 a quintal. Of the 235 bags kept for sale 223 bags were sold. In Nizamabad, a major spot market in

AP, the price ended at 7000 Rupees gained 150 Rupees.Technically market is under fresh buying as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 8.99% to settled at 16065 while prices up 280 rupees, now Turmeric is getting

support at 7066 and below same could see a test of 6832 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 7418, a move above could see prices testing 7536.

Turmeric acreage is likely to decline this season due to poor realization and adverse 

weather.

Turmeric prices gained tracking good physical demand as Telangana, highest producing 

turmeric state, has received large deficient rains.

Jeera arrival in June was lower this year compared to May as well as June last year.

Jeera prices gained amid fresh buying on lower than expected stocks levels in the country.

HIGH 7302 SUP-1 7066

LOW 6950 P.P. 7184

Jeera on NCDEX settled down by -0.86% at 18520 amid fresh buying on lower than expected stocks levels in the country. The jeera arrival in June is lower this year compared to May as well as June last year. As per the data

release by government, jeera exports in April 2017 was 14,599 tonnes, were down 9% from March. In 2016/17, country exports increase by 26% to 1.24 lt in as per the data release by Dept. of commerce, GOI. The stock

levels in the NCDEX warehouse increased to 1,310 tonnes as on July 7 from 1,187 tonnes on Jun 30. Last year, stocks were higher at 3,482 tonnes. Output of jeera in Gujarat during 2016-17 is estimated lower at 212,000 ton

due to fall in acreage, Gujarat Agriculture ministry data showed. India' jeera exports during 2016-17 jumped by 22% to 119,000 ton from 97,790 ton a year ago. Lower carryover stock coupled with higher export demand may

push up jeera prices, as traders fear tight supply conditions in the coming months. The carryover stock has dipped to about 2 lakh bags (each of 55 kg) as against the normal 20-25 lakh bags, thereby reducing the availability

even as the demand for exports and domestic consumption remains firm. In Unjha, a key spot market in Gujarat, jeera edged up by 52.1 Rupees to end at 18756.65 Rupees per 100 kg.Technically market is under fresh selling

as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 1.85% to settled at 13080 while prices down -160 rupees, now Jeera is getting support at 18315 and below same could see a test of 18110 level, And resistance is now likely to

be seen at 18780, a move above could see prices testing 19040.

NCDEX Turmeric Aug 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 6992 SUP-2 6832 Turmeric trading range for the day is 6832-7536.

CLOSE



TRADING IDEA

OPEN 942.0 SUP-2 931.4 Menthaoil trading range for the day is 931.4-958.4.

HIGH 953.0 SUP-1 936.8

LOW 939.5 P.P. 944.9

MCX Menthaoil Jul 2017

LEAD

148.5

CLOSE 942.1 RES-1 950.3

% CNG 0.28 RES-2 958.4

382.6 182.4 593.0 122.15

COMMODITIES GOLD SILVER CRUDE NAT.GAS COPPER ZINC NICKEL ALUMINUM

27910 37044 2946 199.6

CLOSE 27834 36771 2912 196.8

384.4 184.0 598.9 122.7

181.2 589.0 122.1

RESISTANCE

28102 37808 3036 207.7 389.2 188.3 614.6 123.8

27986 37316 2981 202.4 386.2 185.5 604.7 123.2

P. POINT 27794 36552 2891 194.3 381.4

27526 35516 2766 183.4 374.8

SUPPORT 27602 35788 2801 186.2 376.6 573.3 121.0

27718 36280 2856 191.5 379.6

OI 6911 21768 15560 5593 13240 9048 29899 1771

175.4 567.5 120.5

179.7 583.2 121.6

176.9

Positive Negative

SPREAD 182 631 24.00 0.00 6.00 0.40 4.90

TREND Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive

0.75
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0.8

DAILY MARKET LEVEL FOR METAL AND ENERGY

Soyabean on NCDEX settled down by -2.24% at 3014 on profit booking after prices gained due to deficient rains in soybean growing areas of MP, Rajasthan and Maharashtra. According to SOPA press release, India's exports of

soymeal rose 56.1% on year to 64,000 tonnes in June. As per government data, area under soybean crop across the country for the 2017-18 kharif was 53.6 lakh hectares till last week, up by about 10% on year. Last year,

the acreage was 48.6 lakh hectares. The slow progress of the monsoon and unattractive prices last year may dampen the spirit of soybean growers this kharif season. Triggered by these factors, farmers are feared to turn to

alternative crops, thereby reducing soybean acreage, which may fall below last year's 110 lakh hectares. The monsoon’s progress has been slow in the key soybean growing regions of Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and

Rajasthan and has already slowed the sowing progress of the oilseed, which is low in fat and cholesterol. Most of last year, soybean prices hovered lower as compared to the previous year, mainly on account of bumper

production witnessed in Kharif 2016, at about 115 lakh tonnes, against 69 lakh tonnes in 2015. Farmers in the country planted soybean across 1.52 mln ha, down 19.2% on year, largely due to lower sowing in Madhya

Pradesh, the latest data from the agriculture ministry showed. At the Indore spot market in top producer MP, soybean dropped -8 Rupees to 3009 Rupees per 100 kgs.Technically market is under fresh selling as market has

witnessed gain in open interest by 4.23% to settled at 75730, now Soyabean is getting support at 2970 and below same could see a test of 2925 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 3081, a move above could see

prices testing 3147.

BUY MENTHAOIL JUL 2017 @ 938.00 SL 930.00 TGT 948.00-956.00.MCX

Further, tight stocks position on restricted supplies from major producing belts of 

Chandausi in Uttar Pradesh, too supported.

Mentha oil prices gained due to uptick in demand in the domestic spot market.

Mentha oil spot at Sambhal closed at 1076.40 per 1kg. Spot prices was up by Rs.17.30/-.
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11:30am EUR 0.002 -0.007

2:30pm EUR 0.01 0.005

Tentative EUR 0 0.26|1.5

7:30pm USD 0 0

8:00pm USD -3.2M -6.3M

10:31pm USD 0 2.20|2.5

11:30pm USD 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

TIME ZONE ECONOMICAL DATA EXP
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China's producer price inflation was unchanged in June and remained well off highs seen earlier this

year, amid lingering oversupply issues in the steel sector and as signs of economic weakness weighed

on the outlook for prices. The producer price index (PPI) rose 5.5 percent in June from a year earlier,

the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) said. This was in line with analyst forecasts and unchanged

from the previous month. Prices of raw materials are making a modest recovery, helped by stronger

futures prices in China over the past few weeks, after an earlier hit taken from a broader cooling in

economic activity since March. China's June consumer prices rose 1.5 percent from a year earlier, in

line with market expectations and May's reading, the NBS said, with food prices continuing their

declines albeit at a slower pace. There are some concerns among analysts that price pressures could

weaken throughout the rest of the year as economic fundamentals soften. Food prices, the biggest

component of the consumer price index, fell at a slower 1.2 percent from the previous year, after

sliding 1.6 percent in May and 3.5 percent in April.

Japan's core machinery orders unexpectedly tumbled in May, and the government downgraded the

outlook for orders for the first time in eight months, raising doubts about the strength of the economic

recovery. The result is also particularly surprising given recent signs of an upswing in momentum, and

suggests policymakers will have their work cut out in their quest to foster sustainable growth,

especially if businesses show reluctance to invest. Core orders, a highly volatile data series regarded

as an indicator of capital spending in the coming six to nine months, dropped 3.6 percent in May from

the previous month, Cabinet Office data showed. The government cut its assessment of machinery

orders for the first time in eight months, saying they are stalling in a worrying sign businesses may be

turning cautious on investing. Japanese policymakers hope capital spending will help revitalize the

world's third-largest economy and pull it out of years of deflation and stagnation. Recent data

suggested momentum was picking up, though it wasn't clear if the economic recovery was broadening

out. Japan's economy expanded an annualized 1.0 percent in the first quarter on robust exports and

household spending, while business confidence hit a three-year high in the three months to June.

With monsoon rains distributed fairly over the Indian landmass, barring the border areas of Rajasthan

and Punjab, there was a substantial increase in the acreage under kharif cultivation, an official release

said. Farmers have so far covered 404 lakh hectares, nearly 10 per cent more than the normal for the

corresponding week. The normal acreage for the corresponding week is 365 lakh ha and as against

371 lakh ha in in 2016-17, according to the data released by the Agricultural Ministry. Sowing has

picked up across the crops, with coarse cereals, rice and cotton leading in acreage. However, at 80

lakh ha, the sowing of paddy is nearly 7 lakh ha less than normal for the corresponding week. But it

was nearly 5 lakh ha more than the corresponding week last year. Lower coverage was reported

mainly from Uttar Pradesh, where the acreage under rice cultivation is 6.6 lakh ha lesser than normal,

Odisha, at 1.99 lah ha and Chhatisgarh, at 1.35 lakh ha. Cotton has been sown on 72 lakh ha and

coarse cereals on 81 lakh ha and both recorded higher acreage against last year. The area under

pulses is at an impressive 44 lakh ha, which is nearly double the normal for the corresponding week

and 20 per cent more than the same week last year. The increase in acreage was mainly reported

from Rajasthan (11.44 lakh ha), Madhya Pradesh (4.9 lakh ha) and Maharashtra (4.47 lakh ha).

Oilseeds are being cultivated on 73 lakh ha, marginally higher than last year. In oilseeds, too, 

Natural rubber (NR) production in India increased by 23 per cent during the last fiscal year (2016-17),

said A Ajith Kumar, Chairman and Executive Director, Rubber Board. He was delivering the

presidential address in the 174th meeting of the Rubber Board, at Kottayam. Production of NR

increased from 562,000 tonnes in 2015-16 to 691,000 tonnes in 2016-17. NR consumption during the

same period increased from 994,415 tonnes to 1,043,075 tonnes, rising 4.9 per cent. Over the same

period productivity increased from 1,437 kg per hectare to 1,563 kg per hectare. Import of NR, which

had been increasing consistently from 2008-09, reached 458,374 tonnes in 2015-16. But in 2016-17,

import of NR declined for the first time by 7 per cent to 426,434 tonnes. Exports stood at 20,920

tonnes in 2016-17. The stock at the end of March 2017 was 2,64,000 tonnes, he informed the Board.

Production in the April-May 2017 period is provisionally estimated to be 85,000 tonnes and

consumption at 1,70,525 tonnes. Production and consumption of NR for the current fiscal year is

projected at 8,00,000 tonnes and 10,70,000 tonnes, respectively, with a deficit of 270,000 tonnes.

World production and consumption of NR in 2016, according to a report from the International Rubber

Study Group (IRSG), is 12.40 mt and 12.60 mt respectively. They forecast world production and

consumption of NR for 2017 at 12.93 and 12.88 mt, respectively. World NR production and 
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Libya and Nigeria, which have both boosted oil production since they were exempt from global cuts

this year, may be asked to cap their crude output soon in an effort to help re-balance the market,

Kuwait Oil Minister Issam Almarzooq. OPEC and non-OPEC producers have invited the two African

nations to their committee meeting in St. Petersburg, Russia, on July 24 to discuss the stability of their 

production, Almarzooq said on the sidelines of an energy conference in Istanbul. Almarzooq is

chairman of the committee monitoring the compliance of OPEC and non-OPEC suppliers with output

cuts that started in January and have been extended to March. “We invited them to discuss the

situation of their production,” Almarzooq said. “If they are able to stabilize their production at current

levels, we will ask them to cap as soon as possible. We don’t need to wait until the November meeting

to do that,” he said, referring to the upcoming OPEC meeting scheduled for November 30. The two

countries came into focus after they seemed to resolve some of the political challenges that had

slashed their production. Libya’s oil output has climbed to more than 1 million barrels a day for the

first time in four years.
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